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Most casinos operate 24 hours each day, so as you come to the end of this sentence, someone will be 

losing money at gambling’s most winnable game.  That game, blackjack, creates false hope.  Blackjack 

affords bettors strategic control, sparing them the overt randomness of roulette, craps, and slots.  If 

players adhere to the statistical probabilities of every hand, basic rules give only the thinnest edge – 

about 50.25% to 49.75%1 – to the casino.   Winning feels right within reach, which may explain why, in 

2011, gamblers left nearly $800 million on the blackjack tables of the Las Vegas strip.2  The knowledge 

that somewhere in the casino a handful of card players are winning more than they lose encourages the 

majority to lose more than they win.        

                   

When educators began speaking of standardized state exams as ‘high-stakes’, they borrowed the term 

from gambling.  They also borrowed the tendency to make middling odds worse.  By understanding 

annual testing as a pressured bet, schools open themselves to the kind of miscalculating calculations and 

irrational rationality that keep casinos profitable.   One such miscalculation is that, because some test-

takers can learn to swerve away from wrong answers, we bet on teaching all kids test prep.   

 

If you’re an elementary or middle school principal, your school probably devotes instructional time to 

test prep.  How to eliminate obviously wrong multiple-choice options, how to analyze the language of a 

question to determine where in the reading passage above it you’re likely to find the answer, how to 

guess the main idea of a paragraph even if you don’t really comprehend the rest of it – in many 

classrooms, the weeks and months before annual state exams fill with the teaching of such tricks.  

Canceling regular reading and writing lessons to make time for full-length practice exams could be 

considered test prep, too.  The primary purpose of these testing lessons and practices is not to help 

students become stronger readers or writers.  Rather, test prep aims mainly to help students score more 

points on standardized exams.  And for high school students preparing for the SAT or college students 

getting ready for the MCAT, a test sophistication course – taken after school or on weekends – 

doubtlessly helps.   But in elementary schools, test prep takes on faith that the same nine year-olds who 

routinely forget their jackets on the playground and forget to flush the school urinals will arrive at 

Question 28 and remember clearly that when the test asks about the author’s purpose they shouldn’t 

forget to reread the article headings or maybe underline key words or check how much time is left or... 

wait, what was the question again?  It’s hard to imagine that many pre-teens reliably and consistently 

implement the test prep strategies drilled in class, but what follows isn’t an argument for improved test 

prep methods. 

                                                           
1
 Hannum’s guide, “Casino Mathematics”, lists the house edge for “Basic Strategy” as “0.50%.” 

2
 Schwartz, 2012a.  In 2011, according to Schwartz’s compilation of casino-reported data, blackjack revenues on 
the strip totaled $791,862,000. 
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Rather, heavy doses of test prep probably lower test scores.  More skillful readers generally score better 

on standardized exams, as do students who read more for school.3  To supplant real reading practice 

with weeks and months of test prep is to forget reading skills really do affect reading scores.   

  

As a principal, you have reason to hope those scores rise ever higher.  Federal, state, and local 

accountability systems are likely to use exam results to determine good or bad consequences for your 

whole school.  Scores may affect annual evaluations of your job performance.  And if you’re the principal 

of a high-poverty school, in which so many students arrive for kindergarten without the reading 

readiness common among wealthier children, test prep offers the tantalizing possibility of scores 

climbing high enough for people outside the school to recognize the best work you see each day.  But 

for kids whose lack of books and literary opportunities at home places them at a testing disadvantage, 

it’s up to administrators to keep books and literary opportunities in school.  After all, when you gamble 

on lengthy test prep, you ante up more than you can afford to lose: weeks or months of class time, 

funds that otherwise support intervention or enrichment, teachers’ professional focus and professional 

development, students’ understanding of what matters most.   Too much test prep won’t help schools’ 

accountability, and it just might cost more than it can ever win back.  

  

  

 

Missing Data on Test Prep, and What Test Prep Misses 
Principals invest in test prep because they value data, yet few principals have seen data proving test 

prep actually raises test scores.  Teachers can find plenty of professional literature on how to teach test 

prep, and a number of researchers have studied the benefits of teaching test-taking strategies to 

adolescents.  It’s harder to find statistical analyses of how exam preparation affects younger children’s 

exam results.  Repeated searches in the database of ERIC, the Education Resources Information Center, 

bring up exactly one study that tries to quantify the effect size of elementary school test prep.  That 

study of a New Jersey elementary school concludes that it’s not weak testing skills that cause low scores.  

  

 

The ‘Broader and Deeper Issue’ 

When the Glenwood Avenue Elementary School in Wildwood, New Jersey, failed to meet state testing 

benchmarks for several consecutive years, monitors from the state education department visited the 

school and suggested students “may not have had enough practice in standardized test-taking.”4  The 

school bought a test-practice program called Buckle Down, and tried to do just that.  Over a three-

month course of heavy test prep, scores on Buckle Down’s practice tests rose.  Then, at the end of three 

                                                           
3
  On the 2011 National Assessment of Educational Progress, the nationwide achievement exam commonly called 

‘The Nation’s Report Card’, fourth graders who reported reading five or fewer pages a day for school earned an 
average scale score of 209 – barely at the exam’s Basic level – while fourth graders who reported reading twenty 
or more pages a day for school had an average scale score of 227. 

4
  Rohrman, page 84. 
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months of practice, students took the real state exam, New Jersey’s ASK test.  How did all that practice 

turn out?    

 

A comparison of the mean scores of the 2008 and 2009 NJ ASK for failing sub-groups revealed 

that the treatment did not have a positive impact for African-American, Economically 

Disadvantaged, Special Education and limited English proficient students.5 

 

Scores of the kids who had taken the state exam the year before didn’t go up, and there was no 

“positive impact” for the subgroups whose previous failure to meet testing targets prompted state 

officials to come to Wildwood to recommend test prep in the first place.  It wasn’t that the program 

failed to teach test-taking strategies.  It failed only to “address the broader and deeper issue of reading 

deficiencies.”6 

 

Wildwood’s “broader and deeper issue” reminds us that kids miss test questions for reasons unrelated 

to their test-taking skills.  Judicious, targeted test prep7 may well give just the right amount of strategy 

to the kids most likely to apply it.  Kids who have never bubbled in answers for a test certainly need 

explicit guidance before sitting for their first exam.  Yet the more we teach kids to stay alert to 

standardized tests’ complex trickery, the less we attend to something more basic: many kids might get 

more reading questions right if they had more opportunities to become better readers.   

 

 

 

Trying to Stay Ahead of the Odds Is Exactly What Makes You Lose 
Blackjack, once again, is a winnable – or at least break-even – game.  Players need only to follow 

blackjack’s basic strategy, which should be fairly easy to do, since the basic strategy “can be learned in 

less than an hour and some variation of it has been printed in nearly every blackjack book published 

over the last 35 years.”8  (Some casino gift shops actually sell guides to the basic strategy, which is a bit 

like a state education department printing the answer key on the back of students’ exam booklets.)  

Rules variations in different casinos make the odds vary ever so slightly, but generally, if players 

consistently observe the basic strategy, blackjack’s house advantage – the theoretical probability the 

casino will win more often than the gamblers – is about one half of one percent.  Thus, for every 

                                                           
5
  Rohrman, page 82. 

6
  Rohrman, 88-89.  

7
 “Judicious, targeted test prep” is difficult to concretize.  No formal research has determined whether and which 

elementary students apply taught strategies during real state exams.   We have no data on whether there exists 
a point at which kids who have been taught so many test strategies lose their ability to apply them strategically, 
or whether different kids learn to use more or different strategies than others.  But as state exams march toward 
alignment with the Common Core Learning Standards, we can infer what upcoming testing will demand, such as 
referring to specific details in dense, complex reading passages.  More than a few weeks of exam-specific 
practice cuts into the daily, authentic practice students need to internalize the deeper reading and writing skills 
future exams will expect. 

8
 Bennis, unpublished.  
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hundred dollars players bet, the casino should keep fifty cents.  But that’s in theory.  In Nevada, casinos 

keep 25 times that amount.9 

 

Blackjack players lose more than they should for two major reasons.  First, players don’t always adhere 

to the basic strategy.  Occasionally, they misunderstand or misremember what the probabilities dictate 

for a given combination of cards, or they intentionally deviate from recommended strategy based on gut 

feelings and other imperatives.10  Second, gamblers who win money tend to gamble again with it.  They 

may seem ahead after three or four rounds of blackjack, but eventually, hand after hand, the house 

advantage reasserts itself.  Thus, winning in the short term does not guarantee coming out on top in the 

long term.  Even if you’re lucky enough to get ahead in a game with less-than-even odds, you won’t stay 

ahead for long. 

 

Heavy Investment in Test Prep Diminishes Returns 

If months and months of test prep really could raise scores in one year, there’s no guarantee those 

months of testing lessons won’t sabotage scores – and reading – for years to come.  Consider that the 

benchmark independent reading level for 

the end of second grade is Level M.11  Thus, 

readers who are right on target are expected 

to begin September of third grade reading at 

M, to move through Levels N and O, and to 

reach Level P by June.  All told, third graders 

are expected to move three independent 

reading levels: N, O, P. Fourth grade (Levels 

Q, R, and S) and fifth grade (T, U, and V) also 

expect three levels will be acquired across 

the year.  While growth is never perfectly 

linear, let’s assume each of these three levels in each of these grades takes one third of a year to gain.  

With full opportunity in each third of the year to read and be instructed in reading, readers developing 

appropriately should reach Level V by the end of fifth grade. 

  

                                                           
9
 Schwartz, 3.  Over the twenty year period between 1992 and 2011, the average hold in Nevada casinos was 
12.77.  That means that, out of every $100.00 wagered on blackjack, casinos kept $12.77.  

10
 Bennis, unpublished manuscript.   

11
 For an explanation of how these reading levels work, see the Appendix. 
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M → N 
 

N → O 
 

O → P 

 

P → Q 
 

Q → R 
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 Third Grade Fourth Grade Fifth Grade 

One 
Level 
Lost 

Answered by 
Test Prep 

Answered by 
Test Prep 

Answered by 
Test Prep 

Two 
Levels 
Lost Answered by 

Reading Three 
Levels 
Lost 

Answered by 
Reading 

 

 

Schools that replace literacy instruction with three months of test prep may drift off this trajectory, 

probably to the detriment of their test scores.  Again, three months of test prep is about one third of the 

school year, and in upper elementary 

school, each third of a school year should 

add a reading level.  Devoting a third of a 

year to test prep for three straight years 

sends fifth graders into their state exam 

closer to Level R than to Level T.  It passes 

them on to middle school with a fourth 

grader’s accrued reading instruction.  And if 

their middle schools do the same for one-

third of sixth, seventh, and eighth grades, 

students will face the state exam for eighth graders with only a sixth grader’s aggregate reading 

experience. 

 

The More Test Prep You Do, the More Your Test Prep Has to Do 

As the allocation of time and resources to teaching exam sophistication increases, test prep has to 

become increasingly effective.  It’s certainly possible that lengthy test prep could raise third grade scores 

high enough to negate a reading level lost to months of teaching exam strategies.  But when those third 

graders go up to fourth grade, they’ll read one 

level lower than they might have.  Compensating 

with several months more test prep could mean 

that fourth grade test prep will have to make up 

for two lost reading levels.  And by the time those 

kids reach fifth grade and lose a third reading 

level, just breaking even means test prep has to 

produce three times the gains it did in third 

grade.   

 

Perhaps that’s why kids who score just below proficiency on state tests often stay there.  For example, 

even after a re-calibrated exam in 2010 knocked English language arts scores down across New York 

State, the comeback year brought students lower than their starting point two years earlier.12   

                                                           
12

 New York State rates student exam performance at four broad levels: Level One (far below state standards), 
Level Two (approaching standards), Level Three (meeting standards), and Level Four (exceeding standards).  In 
the chart on the next page, the numbers represent specific scores within those broad levels.  A 2.00 is the lowest 
possible score considered within the Level Two range, and a 3.00 signifies the start of Level Three.  A 2.50 
indicates a score exactly equidistant from the lowest score possible for Level Two and the lowest score possible 
for Level Three.  A 2.26 is about a quarter of the way between the start of Level Two and Level Three, while a 
2.74, closer to meeting standards, is about three-quarters of way between Levels Two and Three.  The higher the 
number, the more points a student has scored on the exam. 
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Those essentially stagnant scores represent the median performance of thousands of New York City 

elementary school students.  No matter the starting score, two consecutive years of median progress 

would leave a student scoring lower in fifth grade than in third.  Even among 2010’s fourth graders who 

scored a 2.62 – the median score for kids who actually began with a 3.00 in third grade – 86% never 

reached proficiency again in elementary school.   

 

There are certainly below-grade readers whose scores rise, gradually or rapidly, over several years.  

There also are gamblers who, just one bet away from losing the last of their paycheck, exit the casino 

with more money than they had walking in.  In both cases, chasing losses by betting with less-than-even 

odds more likely will exacerbate deficits than hide them.   

  

 

Accountability: Few Schools Win Forever, and Some Rarely Win 
Casinos hope you forget about losing.  In a remarkable study, Will Bennis describes a sensory illusion.  

The loud clank of coins is “often amplified with speakers built into the machines.”  Flashing lights hail 

winners, blinking for larger jackpots “longer than most smaller wins, usually many times longer.”  Bennis 

observes: 

  

Casinos often have posters of past winners of major (several thousand dollar) jackpots receiving 

oversized publicity checks hanging on the walls throughout the casino, presumably because they 

increase recognition that winning is possible.  Losses, however, are usually not amplified in any 
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way other than the verbal or physical communication of the losing gamblers, who for obvious 

reasons do not advertise their losses as often or as loudly as winners. Thus, for a slot machine 

player, if the question is whether or not it is possible to win, the answer is, “Obviously yes, 

people win all the time.”  

 

This over-representation of winning, Bennis argues, makes slot players underestimate the likelihood of 

losing.  That distorted sense of odds keeps gamblers gambling. 

 

Schools may not be subjected to deliberate misrepresentations, but rarely are educators told the 

chances of winning at testing.  Educators and policy makers have coalesced in fighting against the 

‘achievement gap’, and district leaders and education officials tell inspiring stories of schools that close 

it.  Imagine how uninspiring it would be if they mentioned that the schools with the fewest Black and 

Latino students usually get the best accountability marks, and schools with the most usually get the 

worst.   

  

To be very clear, schools can and should bring about better outcomes for groups of students who too 

often score poorly on state exams.  Struggling readers can waste little time.  But they won’t catch up if 

schools invest resources unwisely.  And for higher-needs schools, any investment whose primary 

purpose is to win at accountability is an investment with slim chances of paying off.  Using schools in 

America’s largest school system as a broad case study, this section piles up discouraging numbers 

specifically to encourage schools to focus resources where they matter more. 

 

 

 

Odds of Winning with State Accountability 

New York State, like most others, meets the dictates of federal No Child Left Behind legislation by 

demographically disaggregating test scores.  Reaching an overall testing target is not enough.  If a single 

subgroup (e.g., Asian students, special education students, English language learners) within the school 

misses its target, the whole school is deemed In Need of Improvement.13   

  

                                                           
13

 Beginning with the 2012-2013 school year, New York has moved away from this designation.  All New York public 
schools designated previously as Schools In Need of Improvement have had the opportunity to have that status 
expunged.  Only those scoring in the bottom ten percent statewide in language arts and mathematics may be 
given the new Priority or Focus designations.  Still, this section will reference the state accountability labels that 
have existed in the very recent past.  Again, like the flashing lights and the jangle of coins in a casino, it is this 
system of accountability, under which hundreds more schools received adverse consequences for test 
performance, which has conditioned educators to intuit a sense of risk and probability in exam scores.  For New 
York City schools, these state consequences doubtlessly contributed to decisions that expanded test prep. 
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New York State Elementary and Middle School Subgroups Meeting 
Testing Targets, 2011 English Language Arts Exam 

 

Schools 
with 30+ 

Test 
Takers 

Total 
Meeting 
Testing 
Targets 

Total 
Missing 
Testing 
Targets 

Percentage 
Missing 
Targets 

White 2,504 2,469 35 1.4% 

Latino 1,627 1,265 362 22.2% 

Black 1,465 1,047 418 28.5% 

English Language 
Learners 

721 319 402 55.8% 

Special Education 2,108 835 1,273 60.4% 

 

 

For 2011 accountability, all elementary 

and middle schools in New York State 

needed to have at least thirty test- 

takers within a subgroup to be held 

accountable for that subgroup’s test 

scores.  Schools with at least 30 Latino 

test-takers were sixteen times more 

likely to fail to meet testing goals as 

schools and districts were for White test 

takers.  Black students were twenty 

times more likely to miss their targets.   

As notable as those ethnic disparities may be, subgroups of English language learners and students who 

receive special education services were about twice again as likely to fail to meet their state testing 

goals.   

 

 

 

Probabilities of Winning in an Accountability System That Acknowledges Demographic Disparities 

The New York City Department of Education, by far the nation’s largest school system, recognizes that 

the demographic disparities in state accountability result from somewhat blunt metrics. Rather than 

rating schools on a binary system of meeting testing targets or not, New York City gives each of its 

schools one of five grades (A, B, C, D, or F) on the city’s annual school progress reports.  Progress reports 

begin to equalize demographic unevenness, with three-quarters of a school’s grade earned by 

comparison to its peer group, about forty schools with similar percentages students with a statistical 

tendency to score lower on state exams: Black and Latino students, special education students, English 

language learners, and students who live in poverty.  A high-needs school may have lower test scores 

than a school in an affluent neighborhood, but on city progress reports, lower overall scores don’t 

necessarily prohibit the higher-needs school from getting a higher grade. 

 

Independent of schools’ status with the state education department, New York City progress report 

grades can lead to substantial consequences.  Administrators whose progress report scores reach the 

top twenty percent of all schools citywide14 earn monetary bonuses – even if the schools are not in good 

standing with the state – and schools with lower grades can be proposed for closure, even if the state 

considers them in good standing.   

                                                           
14

 Charter schools located within New York City receive progress report grades and their data are included in the 
progress report charts that follow.  However, charter school administrators are not eligible for monetary 
bonuses based on their progress report grades. 
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Similar Schools, Similar Scores, Dissimilar Grades 

 
PS 30 PS 179 

Average Math Proficiency Rating, 2010 2.53 2.71 

Average Math Difference, Per Student, 2010 
About Four 

Questions Fewer 
About Four 

Questions More 

Average Math Proficiency Rating, 2011 2.83 2.69 

Average Math Difference, Per Student, 2011 
About Three 

Questions More 
About Three 

Questions Fewer 

Average English Proficiency Rating, 2010 2.48 2.48 

Average English Difference, Per Student, 2010 Exactly the Same Exactly the Same 

Average English Proficiency Rating, 2011 2.63 2.63 

Average English Difference, Per Student, 2011 Exactly the Same Exactly the Same 

Performance Category Grade, 2011 C D 

Progress Category Grade, 2011 A F 

Overall Progress Report Grade, 2011 A F 

 

As extreme as the consequences may be, a 2012 “On Education” column in The New York Times 

provided an example of how similar the test scores of an A-graded school can be to one graded F.  PS 30 

and PS 179, two South 

Bronx schools one 

block apart, are 

demographically similar 

enough to be in each 

other’s progress report 

peer group.  For the 

2010-2011 school year, 

PS 30 earned an A.  

One block south, PS 

179 earned an F.  With 

an average difference 

of about three 

questions per student 

in math, and no 

difference at all in 

English language arts, 

the distinction between one school’s A and the other school’s F came down to about half of a multiple-

choice question on each of the five days of standardized testing. 

 

Such thin margins between such extreme grades might suggest that a test prep advantage could nudge a 

school up toward an A.  Yet how likely a school is to earn an A or an F in the first place still relates to 

demographics.  An analysis by the New York City Independent Budget Office concludes, “All other things 

being equal, a school with a higher percentage of black and Hispanic students or special education 

students is likely to have lower performance and progress scores than other schools.”15  In fact, all other 

things rarely end up equal. 

 

New York City has a sizeable number of elementary and K-8 schools that are 20% or less Black and 

Latino, and far more schools that are 95% or more Black or Latino.  So numerous are New York City’s 

95%-or-more Black or Latino elementary and middle schools that the number of children enrolled in 

them – 221,359 in 2010-2011 – is greater than all students in all grades in Boston, San Francisco, 

Atlanta, and Seattle combined.16  During the first few years of New York City’s progress report initiative, 

scores generally rose, and school demographics had limited effect on grades.   In 2008-2009, 83.9% of all 

elementary and middle schools across the city celebrated grades of A.  Dramatic changes arrived the 

following year.  Progress grades reports would now be based on a curve, with schools whose point totals 

                                                           
15

 Nowaczyk, 12.  
16

 The 2010-2011 population of New York City elementary and middle schools is from the 2011 progress report 
page on the New York City Department of Education’s progress report webpage.    District enrollment for the 
same year for the public school systems of Boston (56,401), San Francisco (55,571), Atlanta (49,796) and Seattle 
Public Schools (47,735) are from the website of the National Center for Education Statistics. 
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Progress Reports for Elementary and K-8 Schools 

95% or More Black or Latino 

   2008 2009 2010 2011 

Percentage A 34.0% 82.0% 20.7% 18.8% 

Percentage B 39.5% 13.6% 30.9% 30.3% 

Percentage C 15.7% 3.3% 41.6% 35.7% 

Percentage D 8.1% 0.9% 6.2% 10.0% 

Percentage F 2.6% 0.2% 0.7% 5.1% 

 

  
How the A’s Were Distributed  

Elementary, Middle, and K-8 Schools 

Percentage 
Black and Latino 

   

Percentage of 
All NYC Schools  

2009 

Percentage of 
Total A’s Awarded 

Under 20 10.3% 22.4% 

Under 40 23.9% 42.0% 

Above 80 56.5% 36.4% 

Above 95 35.8% 20.3% 

 

  
Progress Reports for Elementary and Middle Schools 

20% or Less Black or Latino 

   2008 2009 2010 2011 

Percentage A 60.0% 89.3% 55.4% 49.4% 

Percentage B 30.0% 10.7% 29.3% 31.5% 

Percentage C 10.0% 0.0% 15.2% 18.0% 

Percentage D 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 1.1% 

Percentage F 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 

 

were among the top quarter citywide getting an automatic A, the next 35% guaranteed a B, the next 

25% a C, the next 10% a D, and the lowest 5% an F.  Overall, grades of A fell from 83.9% to 25.3%.  They 

did not fall evenly. 

 

Immediately after progress report grades were set on a curve, all elementary and middle schools were 

hit hard.  This was true of schools with 20% 

or fewer Black or Latino students.  In 2009, 

all of these schools scored an A or a B, with 

nearly nine in ten earning an A.  Two years 

later, the number of A grades had been cut 

almost in half.  In 2011, for the first time in 

four years, a school with fewer than 20% 

Black or Latino students scored below a C.   

For schools overwhelmingly Black and 

Latino, grades fell further.  The percentage 

of these schools sporting the highest grade 

fell by three quarters.  In 2009, among all 

95% or more Black and Latino schools, five 

were graded D or F.  Two years later, there 

were 71.  Forty-nine of them had earned an 

A just two years earlier.   

Because progress report grades are linked to consequences, this distribution of high and low grades 
affects schools disparately.  Principals and assistant principals with fewer Black and Latino students have 
an increased likelihood of earning a monetary bonus: administrators in almost half the 20% or less Black 

and Latino schools saw a bigger paycheck after 2011 
progress reports came out.  Accountability’s more 
stern interventions and consequences are visited far 
more often on schools with higher percentages of 
Black and Latino students.  And an emerging pattern 
suggests schools with mostly Black and Latino 
students tend not to stay long on the favorable side 
of accountability.  Over all, among 95% or more 
Black and Latino schools, fewer than one in ten had 
been given an A two years in a row. 

 

What Schools Gain When Kids Who Need the Most Reading Get Test Prep Instead 
No one should conclude from this deliberately disheartening review of accountability numbers that we 
should reduce expectations.  Schools must expect all kids to do well, and all accountability is an effort to 
emphasize that ethos.  Tens of thousands of extremely bright kids read below grade level.  They are 
concentrated disproportionately in schools in high-poverty neighborhoods.  For them, the central 
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New York City Progress Report Grades: A Head to Head Comparison 

   

20% or Less 
Black and 

Latino 

95% or More 
Black and 

Latino 
Percentage earning an A in 2011 49.4% 18.8% 
Percentage earning an D or F in 2011 1.1% 15.1% 
Number of schools, between 2008 and 2011, earning at least one D or F 1 105 
Relative to their number among all schools citywide, share of all A grades 
awarded, 2011 

More than 
double 

Less than 
half 

Percentage of eligible principals qualifying for a 2011 bonus 47.2% 13.1% 
Percentage of those earning an A in 2010 that earned an A again in 2011 73.4% 43.5% 
Overall percentage earning an A in 2010 and 2011 40.4% 9.0% 

 

concern isn’t their test scores, but reading skills that threaten to limit their adulthoods.  Test prep won’t 
necessarily improve their reading.  So what are the chances that test prep becomes worth it?  How 
probable is it that a school might win at testing long enough to warrant a decision to focus less on 
student reading and more on staying ahead of accountability? 
 

In blackjack, you lose immediately if your cards total more than 21.  If your cards already add up to 20 

and you’re foolish enough to ask the dealer for one more card, you have about a 92% probability of 

losing the moment your next card is revealed.  You could expect to survive such folly just 8% of the time.  

Those are terrible odds.   

In New York City in 2010-2011, there were 398 bonus-eligible principals of elementary and middle 

schools that were 95% or more Black and Latino.  At the end of the year, just sixteen earned their 

second consecutive A, qualified for the bonus, and kept their schools in good standing with the state.   

Those 398 principals would have been twice as likely to survive the stupidest move in blackjack as to 

enjoy complete accountability victory. 

 

Implications 
The numbers cited above are meant more to provoke than to prove.  Educators who previously hadn’t 

seen hard data on how test prep affects younger students’ test scores still haven’t.  So if you’re unsure 

about when or whether to invest instructional time and discretionary dollars on test-taking skills, it still 

comes down to instinct: do you believe that a majority of your kids can score like higher-level readers 

without actually becoming higher-level readers?  And if you did have to choose between having a school 

with higher scores or higher readers, which would you choose?   

 

 

What Makes Stakes High Isn’t the Test 

Testing and accountability continue to evolve, but will not soon disappear.  Every year, some schools will 

be among the lowest-scoring in their districts and states, and face unpleasant consequences.  A handful 

of schools will be closed, and the educators once employed there will move to new jobs within their 

school systems.  New York City has proposed for closure a number of schools that were in good standing 
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with the state.  Yet even a city willing to close schools in good standing keeps almost all of them open; 

after 2010-2011 progress reports came out, less than one percent of elementary and middle schools 

were shut down.17  The probability of surviving ‘the stupidest move in blackjack’ is twice as likely as the 

principal of a 95% Black or Latino school achieving a monetary bonus, consecutive grades of A, and 

remaining in good standing with the state.  Such complete accountability success may be rare, but based 

on 2011 test scores, it was still four times more likely than complete accountability abjection.18 

   

Our fear of testing’s gravest penalties has grown out of proportion to their statistical prevalence.  Few 

schools actually are closed, so if we resist being personally embarrassed or angered by our 

accountability ratings, then what’s the worst that can happen?  If reviewers visit to write a report about 

how the state should respond to your school’s failure to meet testing goals, will their recommendations 

favor a school that pays teachers to work four days over spring vacation to lead test practice before the 

big state exam, or a school that pays teachers to come in for four days in July and August to lead kids in 

book clubs that minimize summer reading loss?  Will you more proudly hold up notes from professional 

development sessions that you asked your staff developer to lead on helping kids respond to different 

kinds of exam essay prompts, or sessions deepening teachers’ understanding of how to work with older 

kids whose limited vocabularies keep them from reading at higher levels?  Would you rather have 

district inspectors observe a classroom responding to multiple-choice questions with a single correct 

answer, or a classroom debating cognitively challenging questions for which there are many right 

answers?   

   

For schools worried about ups and downs in annual testing, the in-person reviews that round out 

accountability recommendations could be especially important.  Here once again, having bet on test 

prep makes schools vulnerable to greater accountability loss.  During an on-site, qualitative evaluation, 

larger investments of discretionary time and budget on test prep become evidence of a systematic 

commitment to test scores.  Those resources invested instead in intensive literacy instruction become 

evidence of a systematic commitment to learning.    

  

 

Life with Lower Stakes 

If you’ve read my first 5,561 words these next few may seem improbable: I wrote this to think just a 

little less about testing.  My personal preoccupation with the subject distracts me from thinking about 

more meaningful forms of student achievement.  I’m trying to discipline my thinking and re-apportion 

my emotion. 

 

I work in New York City, providing support in a network of 29 schools.  This year when their test scores 

were released, and then again when their progress grades were made public, I forced myself not to look.  

                                                           
17

 Out of 1,149 elementary and middle schools with 2010-2011 progress, ten were designated for closure. 
18

 While only ten elementary and middle schools were closed overall, each was overwhelmingly Black and Latino – 
none less than 87.2%, with an average of 93.8% as a group.  Chances that a largely Black and Latino school would 
be closed remain especially remote, but it should be acknowledged that largely Black and Latino schools are 
more likely to be closed. 
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I knew if I saw the summarizing spreadsheet I would find at least a few schools – particularly in poorer 

neighborhoods – whose data did not attest to the smartest and most decent work of an entire year.  But 

that’s just how testing goes.  All I can change is my impulse to be hurt on behalf of educators I admire. 

 

Next year, I’ll be emailed another spreadsheet, and I’m hoping to have changed before I peek at the 

numbers.  Part of me still can’t help perceiving scores and grades as the resolution of a high-pressure, 

high-stakes bet.  I’d rather imagine them as a one dollar scratch-off ticket: nice when it works out, but 

hardly life-changing whether it does or doesn’t.  Anything more gambles too much. 
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Appendix: A Quick Explanation of Reading Levels Used Above 

Across the United States, thousands of schools use an alphabetic coding system to designate the 

complexity of children’s books.  Designed by Irene Fountas and Gay Su Pinnell, this leveling system uses 

an established and organized approach first to assess students’ individual reading levels and then to 

match them to appropriately challenging texts.  Books at the beginning of the alphabet – Levels A, B, C, 

etc. – tend to be for kindergarteners just beginning to read independently.  Level Z is sophisticated 

literature, usually aimed at seventh and eighth graders.  Each letter in between represents texts 

requiring ever-greater reading skill. 

This writing alludes specifically to a range of levels, Level M to Level V, which represents the typical 

progress a grade-level reader might make though elementary school’s testing grades: third, fourth, and 

fifth.  In fiction across that range, a shorter chapter book at Level M might be read about an hour, and 

contain about a tenth as many total words as in longer novels at Level V.  With each level in between, 

the length of the book and density of text on the page tends to grow.  So, too, does the sophistication of 

the vocabulary and complexity of language.  However, more and harder words are not the sole 

distinctions between levels.  For example, at Level M, character traits are pronounced, obvious, and 

consistent – a timid protagonist remains timid from the first to final page.  However, at Level N, major 

characters often begin to change or learn lessons – a timid protagonist may be confronted with a tricky 

situation, and at the book’s climax, engage in an act of bravery and confidence.  Character traits deepen 

and evolve with each level readers accumulate, such that by the end of fifth grade, readers are expected 

to infer significance when even minor characters act inconsistently.  Similarly, features such as setting, 

symbolism, and theme grow more prominent and more meaningful as readers move up the levels.  

Nonfiction progresses similarly.  Students are said to be ‘at’ a given reading level when they 

comprehend not just a text’s basic gist, but the additional, less explicit features that contribute to its 

meaning. 

It is expected that explicit reading instruction and intensive, consistent reading practice are key 

ingredients for readers to move through the progression of reading levels.  Months of test-focused 

instruction can interrupt that work.   

Significantly, higher-level readers seem to score higher on tests.  Though students’ reading levels 

relative to their grade-level benchmarks are not an airtight predictor of exam results, test scores tend to 

correlate to reading levels.  My informal collection of several thousand teacher-assessed reading levels 

showed a strong connection between how far above or below grade-level expectations students read 

and how they scored on their state exams.  Spreadsheets from school after school showed that kids who 

read higher score higher.  Those data led me to this writing. 


